ALL GRADES

SHORT SLEEVE POLO (ROYAL) W/LOGO
Youth Sizes........................................ $15.99
Adult Sizes......................................... $18.99

FULL-ZIP FLEECE (BLACK) W/LOGO
Youth Sizes........................................ $29.99
Adult Sizes......................................... $31.99

LONG SLEEVE POLO (ROYAL) W/LOGO
Youth Sizes........................................ $17.99
Adult Sizes......................................... $20.99

GYMWEAR W/LOGO (BLACK):
T-Shirts............................................ $10.00
Sweatshirts........................................ $18.00
Jogger Sweat Pants............................. $24.00

Come in before August 7 and
BUY 4 GET 1 FREE!
can mix different sizes and items

Don’t wait too long... first come first serve!